Successfully Growing Fruit in Wyoming

Learn about growing fruit in our challenging climate!

**Fruit trees and small fruit for Laramie and beyond** – *Scott Skogerboe, Ft. Collins Wholesale Nursery*. Scott will discuss a wide variety of fruit varieties for our area including ones that were originally developed at the Cheyenne Horticultural Field Station (now the High Plains Grasslands Research Station).

**Summer fruit tree maintenance** – *Chris Hilgert, Wyoming Master Gardener Coordinator*. Chris will lead us through the various aspects of summer fruit tree maintenance. We may head outdoors to see some pruning in action.

**How to grow small fruits** – *Chris Hilgert, Wyoming Master Gardener Coordinator*. Chris will cover the ins and outs of successful small-fruit cultivation.

**RSVP:** jsjones@uwyo.edu or call 721-0072
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